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1. Introduction
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Commenting in 1998 on the proposed repeal of the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act separating

commercial and investment banking “ an archaic set of restrictions”

Lawrence Summers       

US Secretary of the Treasury & Future President, Harvard University & Advisor, Citigroup

Bloomberg Business Week, 12th August 2013

“Commentators speak loosely about going back to Glass-Steagall. But the Glass-Steagall Act 

was introduced to deal with a problem that no longer exists: the distribution of 

fraudulent securities to uniformed customers”

Martin Jacomb

Chairman, Share PLC & Former Chancellor, Buckingham University

Financial Times, 14th September 2011 
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It is indeed the truth; one can do more fascinating things with

an option than an inventive boy can do with a set of Meccano New Yorker (1937)
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 Technical changes (market data, pricing calculations, 

spreadsheets, global communications, state-of-the-art 

computing hardware)

 Regulatory changes (Basel I and II )

 Changing product paradigms (risk transfer, transferring 

property, exchanging contractual obligations) leading to 

exponential growth of over-the-counter (OTC) 

structured products

Financial Market Developments 1980-2007
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Financial Crises 1980-2013
 Caused by

• Inflation

• Russian default  August 1998

• Currency crashes

• Mexican peso crisis  1995. After NAFTA (Canada, Mexico, US)

• Currency debasement

• Argentine default  2001. Failed US$ peg with horrifying domestic consequences

• Asset price bubbles

• South American debt crisis in the 1980s. Recycling „petrodollars‟  in the 1970s

• Black Monday October 1987. US credit expansion by Savings & Loans sector 

• Japanese crisis 1990. Property bubble fuelled by export led growth 

• Asian crisis  1997. Corporate debt burden financed by property bubbles & “hot” money

• Internet bubble 2000. Irrational exuberance ? 

• US subprime crisis 2008. (Self) deception

• Euro crisis 2010. Reality avoidance

• China crisis 201?. Credit expansion to fuel export led growth
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Dead Bull
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City of Detroit COPS

 To fund current workers pension liabilities Detroit issued 

$1.43 B of so-called certificates of participation to investors

 These COPS are used by US local authorities to evade 

circumvent debt restrictions

 These were overlaid by swaps from two Wall Street 

investment banks which demanded $ 347 M to terminate upon 

the City‟s bankruptcy

 In April 2014 the bankruptcy judge reduced this sum to $ 85 M 

thus freeing up much needed cash to invest back in the City 

and pay current pension cash obligations
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Lender Option Borrower Option 

Embedded Local Authority Loans
 In the early 1990s the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham bought toxic interest rate swaps which 

were later cancelled by judicial authority and subsequently local authorities in the UK were banned from 

entering into derivative deals with financial institutions

 UK local authorities (LAs) can borrow from the central                                                                    

government Public Works Loan Board with decade                                                                                      

loan maturities at fixed rates with a spread above Gilt                                                                                                

rates

 This has created the perfect legal opportunity for                                                                                    

financial institutions to embed derivatives (without                                                                                     

ISDA contracts) into structured LOBO loans with

decade long maturities which have the usual                                                                                  

sweetener rates initially

 Apparently many LAs have entered into LOBO                                                                                            

contracts since 2006 including Liverpool (£170M  in                                                                                    

2006, 2007) and the London Borough of Brent (£10M in                                                                         

in 2009) with varying degrees of success in actually                                                                                                                     

reducing their loan interest costs
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2. NAB TBL Products
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NAB TBL Products

• variable rate (apparently a standard variable rate collateralized loan)

• fixed rate (apparently a standard fixed rate collateralized loan)

• fixed rate flexible maturity facility (a fixed rate loan with “the added ability 

to extend the original term at the same [higher overall] fixed rate for an agreed 

period”)

• discounted fixed rate range facility (a structured collar with two fixed rates 

applying,    the lower if a specified floating Libor rate remains within the collar 

and the higher if the collar is breached in either direction)

• modified participating fixed rate facility (a structured collar with a specified 

floating Libor rate when the ratefalls within the collar and two  (higher) fixed 

rates knocking in when the collar is breached by the Libor rate, the lower of the 

two applying to a breach of the collar floor and the higher to that of the cap
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TBL Break Costs Declaration 2013

When you take out a tailored business loan a (TBL) with us we offer you a choice of different floating rate, fixed rate and 

hybrid rate products designed to help you manage your financial risk.

Just like any other business we also need to manage our financial risk.  We need to be certain that we are able to provide 

you (and our other clients) with the amount of loan for the period you require at the interest rate calculated in accordance 

with the terms of the relevant product.  In order to do so, we may enter into various arrangements and agreements with 

third parties.  

We enter into these arrangements and agreements on the assumption that we will make funds available to you and that you 

will pay interest and repay capital to us in accordance with the timetable set out in your TBL.  We therefore agree with 

third parties that they will make funds available to us on particular days in order that we can lend those funds to you and 

we agree to make payments to third parties on particular days on the basis that we will be receiving payments from you on 

those days.

If you vary the timing or amount of the payments that you receive from us, or pay to us, under your TBL we must:

vary or terminate the agreements and arrangements that we have put in place with third parties, or

put funds which we have obtained from third parties and which you no longer require to an alternative use, or

find funds from an alternative source (to replace funds that we had anticipated that we would receive from you) to enable 

us to make scheduled payments to third parties.

In doing any of these things, we may incur a cost.  We call these costs "Break Costs".  It is important to realise that 

Break Costs are brought about by you changing the terms of your agreement with us.  This is why we pass on these costs 

to you.(italics added)

Please note that these Break Costs could be substantial.  We strongly recommend that you seek independent 

financial advice before entering into a TBL.” 
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3. TBL Product Valuation Methods
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Product Valuation Methods

 Fixed and variable rate loans (with or without amortization) can be 

valued by standard formulae for the former and with the use of the 

forward Libor rate curve on the valuation day for the latter

 The last three products involving caps, floors and collars contain 

optionality and so require the dynamic daily simulation of many 

alternative possible forward rate curves to value the loan on a given   

day by averaging across the time and risk discounted present values of 

alternative cash flows

 This is the technique called Monte Carlo analysis detailed in our reports
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Forward View of TBL Payments at Inception

Client
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4. TBL Counterparties Relative Risks
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TBL Counterparties Relative Risks

View of total client repayment cost distribution over loan maturity on 14.2.08
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5. True Basis of Break Cost Quotes
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Putative Interbank Rate Swap Structure

• Counterparty A pays floating and receives fixed – client payments

• Counterparty B receives floating and pays fixed – NAB

• NAB hedges its market risk of increasing rates with Counterparty A

• Break costs are the current market value of the long maturity swap  matching the 

TBL which with current low floating rates would be strongly in Counterparty A‟s 

favour and hence high and fluctuating with the so-called par swap market

Floating Rate

A

Fixed Rate

Floating Rate

Fixed Rate

NAB

Fixed Rate

Floating Rate

Swap   

Market
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NPV Distribution of Future Client Payments

Distribution of the NPV of all future  payments by the client including the  MTM of the bank’s putative 

hedging swap on a £ 4.15 M TBL

client
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6. Case for Establishing Mis-selling 
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Best Case for NAB TBL Mis-selling

 No disclosure to the TBL client of this situation which is a result of 

short term money market loan funding hedged against rate rises instead 

of “old fashioned” deposit loan funding

 Break cost wording gives no indication of the bank hedging its own 

market risk and may constitute mis-representation

 Case is strengthened by NAB admitting no individual loan “micro-

hedging” whose costs were nevertheless reported to clients as break 

costs of loans

 Should not the bank disclose the lower costs of “macro-hedging” the 

TBL loan book ?

 But what if the bank did very little to even macro-hedge its TBL loan 

books?  Simon Jaquiss
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7. Why is the Government Reluctant to 

Act?
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Barclays Balance Sheet 2012
Assets £ M                Liabilities £ M

£ 1,490,322 M               £ 1,490,322 M

£ 1.5 T or  61% of UK £2.44 T GDP

Derivatives       

469,146

6,679    net   

Derivatives    

462,468

Loans 

425,729

Cash 86,175

Other 

509,270

Deposits

385,707

Equity 62,957

Other 

579,190

4.2 %  24:1
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Total UK Bank Balance Sheet Growth 
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Current Derivative Valuations

BIS Semi-Annual Report  (2013)

NPV of Pure Rent?

c. 6% global GDP


